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Disclaimer

The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author only. They are inspired by the 
work that the author is doing for both Swiss Re and the SAA, but they do not necessarily reflect any 

official view of either Swiss Re or the SAA.
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www.actuarialdatascience.org https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.02014

http://www.actuarialdatascience.org/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.02014
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Data (1/4)
Wisconsin Local Government Property Insurance Fund (LGPIF)
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• The data consists of 6’030 records (4’991 in the training set, 1’039 in the test set) which include a claim amount, a short English claim 
description and a hazard type with 9 different levels: Fire, Lightning, Hail, Wind, WaterW (weather related water claims), WaterNW (other 
weather claims), Vehicle, Vandalism and Misc (any other).

• The following exhibit shows an example

https://github.com/OpenActTexts/Loss-Data-Analytics/tree/master/Data

https://github.com/OpenActTexts/Loss-Data-Analytics/tree/master/Data


Data (2/4)
Wisconsin Local Government Property Insurance Fund (LGPIF)
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Overall number of words by claim description: 
min 1, average 5, max 11



Data (3/4)
Wisconsin Local Government Property Insurance Fund (LGPIF)
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Data (4/4)
Wisconsin Local Government Property Insurance Fund (LGPIF)
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Vandalism Vehicle

MiscWaterNW



Framing the Business and Analytics Problem

• Business Problem: Classify the claims into the 8 categories based on the claims description.

• Analytics Problem: short property insurance claim description which we aim to classify by peril type.

• Classify by peril type in a supervised setting
• To warm up, we apply supervised learning techniques you have learned in Part I to the dataset of this Part II.

• Zero-shot classification
• This technique assigns each text sample to one element of a pre-defined list of candidate expressions. This allows 

classification without any task-specific training and without using the labels. This fully unsupervised approach is useful in 
situations with no labels.

• Unsupervised classification using similarity
• This technique encodes each input sentence and each candidate expression into en embedding vector. Then, pairwise 

similarity scores between each input sequence and each candiate expression are calculated. The candidate expression with 
the highest similarity score is selected. This fully unsupervised approach is useful in situations with no labels.

• Unsupervised topic modeling by clustering of document embeddings
• This approach extracts clusters of similar text samples and proposes verbal representations of these clusters. The labels are

not required, but may be used in the process if available. This technique does not require prior knowledge of candidate 
expressions.
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Classify by peril type in a 
supervised setting
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High-level approach

How to fit a supervised model, when the feature space are words?

➔ First idea: Encode the words with one-hot-encoding like categorical features. This results in a very high-dimensional, 
sparse matrix X.
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Label (Y) Description (X)

Lightning lightning damage

Vandalism surveillance equipment stolen

Wind wind blew stack off and damaged roof

Y Lignhtning Damage Center Surveillance Equipment stolen …

Lightning 1 1 0 0 0 0 …

Vandalism 0 0 0 1 1 1 …

Wind 0 1 0 0 0 0 …



High-level approach

How to fit a supervised model, when the feature space are words?

➔Second idea: Embed the sentences in a low-dimensional space, such that there is some logic when vectors are close to 
each other

➔Transformers are models that do that embedding. And recently, it has been shown that those embedings are really good, 
compared to older models some years ago.

➔We do not go into details about transformers at this stage
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lightning damage

wind blew stack off 
and damaged roof

surveillance 
equipment stolen



Features

• x: 384 dimensional feature vector, all vectors of unit length

• Y: peril types (labels)
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lightning damage surveillance equipment 
stolen

wind blew stack off 
and damaged roof



Results
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Python Code
Using google Colab providing the infrastucture
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# load the model and the tokenizer

model_name = "distilbert-base-uncased«

tokenizer = AutoTokenizer.from_pretrained(model_name)

device = torch.device("cuda" if torch.cuda.is_available() else "cpu")

model = AutoModel.from_pretrained(model_name).to(device)

# define a function to tokenize a batch

def tokenize(batch):

return tokenizer(batch["Description"], truncation=True, padding=True, max_length=12)

# apply the function to the whole dataset

ds = ds.map(tokenize, batched=True)

ds = ds.map(extract_sequence_encoding, fn_kwargs={"model": model}, batched=True, batch_size=16)

x_train, y_train, x_test, y_test = get_xy(ds, "mean_hidden_state", "labels")

# fit a logarithmic regression classifier to the encoded texts

clf = logistic_regression_classifier(x_train, y_train, c=0.2)

Given the infrastructure,
just a few lines of code are 
needed!



Unsupervised classification using 
similarity
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High-level approach
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• Every claims description is translated into a 384-dimensional vector with unit length

• Cosine similarity, which is the dot product of two embedding vectors, each normalized to unit length

• The peril type with the highest score is selected.

lightning damage

Vandalism

Electricity

Hail damage



Results
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Peril Type Candidate expressions

Vandalism Vandalism, Glass, Theft

Fire Fire damage

Lightening Lightning damage

Wind Wind damage

Hail Hail damage

Vehicle Damage cause by a vehicle

WaterNW Water damage

WaterW Weather damage, Ice

Misc Electricity, power surge



Conclusions
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Conclusions

• Transformers

• Useful in situations of small data

• Useful in situations with no labels

• Transformer models are relatively new

• Results are good due to progress in the language models used

• Business problems which could not be solved 5 years ago are nowadays feasable

• Few lines of codes

• Computationally intensive. Platform with GPU support recommended.

• Tutorial available here, and corresponding Python notebooks here.

• www.actuarialdatascience.org
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Transformers

• Neural network architecture developed by Google researchers in 2017.

• Uses word embeddings and self-attention layers to understand words in their context.

• Quickly became dominant for achieving state-of-the art results on many NLP tasks.

• BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is a Transformer 
encoder architecture, introduced in 2019

• Multilingual DistilBERT, derived from BERT: 134 million parameters, pre-trained on 
Wikipedia in 104 different languages

• Multilingual alternatives: XLM, XLM-RoBERTa, …

• Easy-to use Python library and model hub provided by      Huggingface 
(https://huggingface.co/)
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